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ABSTRACT Polarized photolysis experiments have been performed on the carbon monoxide complex of myoglobin to assess the effects
of photoselection on the kinetics of ligand rebinding and to investigate the reorientational dynamics of the heme plane. The results are
analyzed in terms of the optical theory developed in the preceding paper by Ansari and Szabo. Changes in optical density arising from
rotational diffusion of the photoselected population produce large deviations from the true geminate ligand rebinding curves if measure-
ments are made with only a single polarization. The apparent ligand rebinding curves are significantly distorted even at photolysis levels
greater than 90%. These deviations are eliminated by obtaining isotropically-averaged optical densities from measurements using both
parallel and perpendicular polarizations of the probe pulse. These experiments also yield the optical anisotropy, which gives a novel
method for accurately determining the degree of photolysis, as well as important information on the reorientational dynamics of the heme
plane. The correlation time for the overall rotational diffusion of the molecule is obtained from the decay of the anisotropy. The anisotropy
prior to rotational diffusion is lower than that predicted for a rigidly attached, perfectly circular absorber, corresponding to an apparent
order parameter of S = 0.95 ± 0.02. Polarized absorption data on single crystals suggest that the decreased anisotropy results more
from internal motions of the heme plane which take place on time scales shorter than the duration of the laser pulse ( 10 ns) than from
out-of-plane polarized transitions.
INTRODUCTION
Photodissociation experiments play an increasingly im-
portant role in the investigation of the kinetics and dy-
namics ofligand binding and conformational changes in
heme proteins ( 1-16 ). In the most frequently performed
experiment a linearly polarized laser pulse is used to
photodissociate the heme-bound ligand, and a second
linearly polarized pulse is used to probe the molecule at a
variable time-delay after excitation. In most experiments
photolysis is incomplete. This may occur simply because
it is not possible to obtain sufficient laser energy to pho-
todissociate all molecules in the sample, or it may be
carried out by design. Partial photolysis experiments are
particularly useful in investigating hemoglobin kinetics.
Systematic changes in photolysis are used to create vari-
able distributions of ligation states ofthe tetramer, mak-
ing it possible to distinguish between tertiary and quater-
nary conformational changes (3, 8, 17-19). An impor-
tant consequence ofincomplete photodissociation is the
creation ofan anisotropic distribution of molecular spe-
cies by photoselection (20). Photoselection is the prefer-
ential photodissociation (i.e., "selection") of molecules
oriented with their transition moments parallel to the
electric vector of the excitation pulse. Although, as we
shall see in this work, the influence of photoselection on
the measurement of ligand rebinding kinetics is quite
substantial, its effect has largely been ignored.
In order to obtain accurate kinetic progress curves for
geminate rebinding of oxygen and carbon monoxide on
the picosecond to microsecond time scale, it is essential
to understand the consequences of photoselection. A
qualitative picture ofthese effects is shown schematically
in Fig. 1. It is known from polarized absorption studies
on single crystals that, to a good approximation, hemes
behave like circularly-symmetric absorbers of linearly
polarized light at the wavelengths used in photolysis ex-
periments (21). Circular absorbers have the property
that there is equal absorption of light polarized parallel
to any direction in the plane defined by the circle, and no
absorption oflight polarized perpendicular to the plane. '
The probability of photodissociation is therefore greater
when the porphyrin planes of heme-ligand complexes
are oriented parallel to the electric vector of a linearly
polarized excitation pulse, than when they are oriented
perpendicular. Immediately after photodissociation, the
sample exhibits linear dichroism because the distribu-
tion ofeach species is no longer isotropic. Ifthe sample is
probed with light linearly polarized parallel (perpendicu-
lar) to the excitation polarization, the fraction of unli-
ganded hemes will appear to be greater (less) than the
true value (Fig. 1). As the molecular orientations
randomize by rotational diffusion, the linear dichroism
decays (Fig. 1). This decay contributes an apparent in-
crease in the fraction of liganded hemes for measure-
ments with the parallel orientation ofthe probe polariza-
tion. For the perpendicular orientation the apparent
fraction of liganded hemes decreases. Thus, rotational
diffusion interferes with an accurate measurement ofthe
kinetics of ligand binding taking place on the same time
scale.
The effect of photoselection can be eliminated in two
ways.2 One is to orient the polarization ofthe probe light
' Circularly-symmetric absorbers of linearly polarized light, or simply
circular absorbers, are often called planar absorbers. The property of
circular absorption requires that either the ground state or the excited
state (but not both) be two-fold degenerate. Non-degenerate transi-
tions exhibit linear absorption, while three-fold degenerate transitions
exhibit spherically symmetric absorption.
2 Photoselection also affects the distribution of ligation states in hemo-
globin ( 18 ). If the probability of absorbing a photon by each heme of
the tetramer were uncorrelated, the distribution of liganded hemes in
the tetramer would be binomial. However, since the four hemes of
hemoglobin are roughly parallel (21), excitation with linearly polar-
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AODiso =3 ( OD + 2A0D1), (1)
where AOD is the difference in optical density between
the photodissociated and unphotodissociated samples.
There are several advantages to this approach. First, accu-
rate isotropically averaged optical density changes are
obtained at all degrees of photolysis. Second, there is
important dynamical information in the absorption an-
isotropy obtained from the data in both polarizations.
The absorption anisotropy r( x, t, Xp) is a function ofthe
degree of photolysis (x), time (t), and probe wavelength
(Xp), and is defined as:
rotational diffusion
FIGURE I Schematic diagram showing the influence ofphotoselection
on the measurement of the fraction of liganded hemes. The molecules
are represented as circular discs to indicate circular absorption. Shaded
discs correspond to photodissociated molecules. See text for descrip-
tion.
at the so-called "magic angle" of 54.7° relative to the
excitation polarization. Since cos2 54.7° = 1/3, measure-
ments at this angle result in a two-fold weighting of the
perpendicular optical density compared to the parallel
optical density, and are therefore equivalent to measur-
ing the isotropically averaged optical density. This
method is useful for optically thin samples or at low de-
grees of photolysis, where the linear dichroism is small.
At intermediate degrees of photolysis, where the linear
dichroism is largest, the polarization direction is rotated
by the sample toward the more weakly absorbing direc-
tion. In this case the isotropically averaged optical den-
sity is no longer measured (22).
A more useful way of eliminating photoselection ef-
fects is to measure optical densities in both polarizations,
and to obtain the isotropically-averaged value at each
wavelength from the relation:
r(x, t, X)= AODI - AOD1AOD1 + 2A0D1 - (2)
Its magnitude and decay rate provide important infor-
mation on the heme and protein dynamics. For exam-
ple, the anisotropy of the carbon monoxide infrared ab-
sorption bands following partial photolysis have been
used to investigate the geometry and dynamics ofcarbon
monoxide bound to the heme of hemoglobin and myo-
globin. Both picosecond time-resolved experiments at
room temperature (23-25) and steady state experiments
at low temperature have been performed (26). Finally,
the magnitude ofthe absorption anisotropy gives an inde-
pendent and sensitive measure of the degree of photo-
lysis.
In the preceding paper by Ansari and Szabo (27), theo-
retical relations for optical density changes measured
with polarized light and for the absorption anisotropy as
a function of time and laser intensity are derived. Ex-
pressions are developed for short excitation pulses and
for finite pulses of sufficient width to allow both heme
reorientation and kinetics during excitation. The theory
includes the effects of deviations from perfectly circular
absorption by the heme as well as the various types of
reorientational motion of the heme plane: internal mo-
tion from equilibrium fluctuations, overall motion of
the entire protein, and reorientation associated with con-
formational changes.
In this paper we compare the theoretical results with
experimental results using 10 ns laser pulses on myoglo-
bin in glycerol/water solvents at ambient temperatures.
As predicted by the theory, we find that changes in the
observed optical densities resulting from rotational dif-
fusion ofthe photoselected population produce large de-
viations from the true ligand binding curves for myoglo-
bin in a glycerol/water solvent. These effects are signifi-
cant even at photolysis levels greater than 90%. The
dependence ofthe experimental absorption anisotropies
on the degree of photolysis agrees with the theoretical
dependence, but the experimental values prior to rota-
tional diffusion are -0.9 times the values predicted for a
rigidly attached, circular absorber. Three possible contri-
butions to lowering the anisotropy are discussed: devia-
tions from perfectly circular absorption due to an under-
lying out-of-plane polarized transition, fluctuations in





ized light introduces deviations from this binomial distribution. These
effects are not eliminated by working at the magic angle or taking the
isotropic average and have to be considered in order to accurately mon-
itor the kinetics of the various ligation states of the tetramer.
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the orientation of the heme plane, and a change in the
average orientation of the heme plane resulting from a
conformational change of the globin in response to li-
gand dissociation. In the following paper by Henry (28)
a theoretical estimate of the contribution from fluctua-




Sperm whale skeletal muscle metmyoglobin was purified as described
previously (29) and stored in liquid nitrogen. Measurements were
made in either 50 or 75% glycerol-water solutions buffered at pH 7.0
with 0.1 M potassium phosphate. The 50% glycerol-water (56% wt/wt)
solution was prepared by mixing equal volumes of glycerol and
aqueous protein solution, while the 75% glycerol-water (79% wt/wt)
solution was prepared by mixing 3 volumes of glycerol with one vol-
ume ofaqueous protein solution. The carbon monoxide (CO) complex
was formed by equilibrating the solution with one atmosphere ofCO
and reducing the heme anaerobically with sodium dithionite before
loading into a cuvette (Wilmad WG-8 14 EPR cell).
Transient spectrometer
Time resolved absorption spectra were measured with a laser spectrom-
eter that is described in detail elsewhere ( 18, 19, 30, 31 ). The second
harmonic ofa Nd:YAG laser pulse ( 10 ns fwhm at 532 nm) was used to
photolyze the carbon monoxide complex; the third harmonic of an-
other Nd:YAG laser pulse (10 ns fwhm at 355 nm) was used to excite
the fluorescence ofa dye, stilbene 420 in methanol, to provide a pulsed
broad band (385-480 nm) probe source. The time delays between the
excitation and the probe pulses were controlled electronically, and were
logarithmically spaced with 12-15 time points per decade. The trans-
mitted intensities ofthe probe beam were recorded on a silicon vidicon
detector read by an OMA detector controller. The measured spectra
were photolyzed minus unphotolyzed optical densities, averaged over
45-50 laser shots for each time delay. Difference spectra as a function
oftime were recorded for varying excitation intensities, thereby varying
the fraction of hemes photolyzed. The excitation intensity was varied
by inserting neutral density filters into the beam path. For each level of
photolysis, measurements were taken with the polarization ofthe exci-
tation beam oriented both parallel and perpendicular to the probe
beam. The probe beam was polarized with sheet polaroid (extinction
ratio 0.005); the more intense excitation beam was polarized using an
air-gap Glan-Thompson prism with an extinction ratio of <5 x 10-1.
A X/2 waveplate positioned between the polarizing prism and the sam-
ple was used to rotate the polarization of the excitation beam.
Singular value decomposition of data
Each data set consisted of difference spectra at time intervals from
about - 10 ns to + 10 ,us in the 50% glycerol-water sample and from -10
ns to +90 ms in the 75% glycerol-water sample. Each set of difference
spectra was first analyzed using singular value decomposition (SVD),
which transforms a data matrix D into a product ofthree matrices, D =
USV T (8, 32, 33). The columns of U are a set of orthonormal basis
spectra that describe all of the spectra in the data matrix D; the corre-
sponding columns ofV are the amplitudes of the spectral components
as a function of time; and S is a diagonal matrix with non-negative
elements (singular values), which are a measure of the contribution of
the corresponding basis spectrum to the data matrix. SVD has the
useful property that the components with the k largest singular values
provide the best (in the least squares sense) k-component fit to all the
data.
In order to compare the data measured under different conditions
(i.e., two polarizations at varying degrees ofphotolysis), a 'global' data
matrix was constructed from the first 12 components ofthe individual
experiments. Data from different experiments were interpolated onto a
common time axis ( 18, 19). The SVD ofthis matrix provides a conve-
nient and compact representation of all ofthe data with a common set
of basis spectra. The largest contribution to noise in these measure-
ments was baseline offsets resulting from intensity fluctuations of the
probe laser. These offsets were uncorrelated with delay time, and were
removed as described by Jones et al. ( 19). Small differences in the
degree ofphotolysis between a pair of parallel and perpendicular polar-
ization experiments arose from drifts in laser intensity and from differ-
ential reflection losses for the two polarizations. The amplitudes ofthe
difference spectra at times much longer than the rotational correlation
time of the molecule were used to correct for these differences, since
these amplitudes are proportional to the degree ofphotolysis. The spec-
tra corresponding to the parallel and perpendicular data sets were lin-
early interpolated to photolysis levels intermediate to the photolysis
levels of the individual data sets.
Probing with finite pulses
In the preceding paper Ansari and Szabo (27) calculated the optical
density change and absorption anisotropy that would be observed with
infinitely sharp (3-function) probe pulses. In this paper we extend the
theoretical framework to include finite probe pulses. We show that the
deviations from the 3-function probe limit are maximal when the exci-
tation and probe pulses overlap (29), and are negligible at times that
are long compared to the duration of the probe pulse. The observed
optical density change at any time t (where t is defined as the difference
between the peaks of the excitation and the probe pulses) is derived
from transmitted intensities that are averaged over the temporal profile
of the probe pulse.
We define I,( T) to be the normalized probe pulse profile, centered at
T = 0, which is incident upon the sample ( Ip(T) dT = 1). We define 0.
and c' as the isotropic extinction coefficients for MbCO and Mb, re-
spectively, at the probe wavelength Xp. The integrated probe light in-
tensity which reaches the detector prior to photolysis, I,, is:
(+)oI,r IP(T) 10 fACl d-T = 10`eA l
-oo
(3)
where c is the concentration of the sample, and I is the sample path
length. The probe light intensity at the detector after excitation depends
upon the relative populations of the two spectrally distinct states and
their orientational distributions. In the preceding paper we definedf(t)
as the normalized change in absorbance ofthe sample after excitation.
The absolute absorbance of the sample after excitation is therefore
c1[(E° - E')f(t) + E° ], where cl(fg - f°) is the maximum change in
absorbance when all the MbCO molecules are photolyzed. The experi-
mentally measured signal, Is(t), is the integrated light intensity of a
finite probe pulse at the detector at time t after excitation; it is obtained
by convoluting the transmittance of the sample with the probe pulse
profile:
J+0
IsMt= Ip( T) Jo0C[(fBlEA)fi(l)+AlId-T
-oo
(4)
The experimentally observed change in absorbance,f,,p(t), becomes:
fexp(t) _l loglo I -Cl(f 0 0) -Cl(f c0
X+
Xlog1o Ip(t - Tr) lo- 1( B A)f 1d (5)
where we have normalized the change in absorbance with cl(Eo - (0).
One may readily verify that when the probe pulse is a 3-function,
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IP(T) = 6(T), or whenf(t) is approximately a constant over the dura-
tion ofthe probe pulse, thenf,,P(t) f(t). In the limit ofthin samples
(low optical densities) or at the wavelength where the difference be-
tween the extinction coefficients of MbCO and Mb is small, i.e., A
E', Eq. 5 simplifies to:
f+




Thus, in the thin sample limit, the change in optical density observed
with finite pulses is obtained by convoluting the change in optical den-
sity calculated for 6-function probe pulses with the shape of the finite
pulse.
The effect ofconvoluting with finite probe pulses is illustrated in Fig.
2, which represents simulations of the change in optical density ob-
served as a function ofthe time delay between the excitation and probe
pulses. Both pulses have been represented as gaussian pulses with about
10 ns (fwhm) pulse-widths. t = 0 is defined as the time when the two
pulses coincide; negative times indicate that the peak ofthe probe pulse
is earlier in time than the peak of the excitation pulse. Because the
widths of the two pulses are finite, the observed change in optical den-
sity is non-zero at these negative times. We consider the reaction
scheme (29):
hp k2
A A B A C,
k, k3
(7)
where A corresponds to MbCO, B to Mb with the photodissociated CO
still inside the protein, and Cto Mb with CO in the solvent. In Fig. 2, we
compare f(t), simulated using the theory of excitation with finite
pulses described in section 5 of the preceding paper, with fp(t), ob-
tained by convolutingf(t) with the probe pulse profile (Eq. 6). The
deviations betweenf(t) andf,,p(t) are maximal at times that are short
compared to the duration ofthe probe pulse. At times longer than - 10
ns, the deviations are negligible. The simulations also show that the
time at whichfQp( t) reaches a maximum is, in all cases, later than when
the two pulses coincide and depends in detail upon the rate parameters
in Eq. 7 and the excitation intensity. Fig. 2 a illustrates the effect of
varying the ligand rebinding amplitude: as the rebinding amplitude
increases, the maximum in the optical density changes appears earlier.
Fig. 2 b illustrates the effect of varying the excitation intensity. The
time at which the optical density reaches a maximum decreases with
increasing intensity.
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
In order to demonstrate the influence of photoselection
on absorption measurements following partial photoly-
sis of the carbon monoxide complex of myoglobin
(MbCO), we performed two series of experiments in 50
and 75% glycerol-water. Under these conditions the ro-
tational correlation time of the molecule is long com-
pared to the duration ofthe excitation pulse (fwhm = 10
ns). In the first series of experiments Mb-minus-MbCO
difference spectra in 50% glycerol-water were measured
as a function of excitation laser intensity at a fixed time
delay of 10 /is between the excitation and probe pulses.
At times which are long compared to the rotational
correlation time of the molecule, the amplitude of the
difference spectrum is proportional to the fraction of
hemes photolyzed and is independent of the polariza-
tions ofthe excitation and probe pulses. The dependence
of the fraction of hemes photolyzed on the excitation














FIGURE 2 Simulation of photodissociation and detection with finite
excitation and probe pulses. The dashed curves are the normalized
change in absorbancef(t) measured with a 6-function probe pulse after
excitation with a gaussian pulse (fwhm = IO ns) plotted as a function of
time; the continuous curves are the normalized change in absorbance
fl,xp(t) that would be observed when the system is probed with another
gaussian pulse (fwhm = 10 ns) and are obtained by convolutingf(t)
with the probe pulse profile (Eq. 6). f(t) is obtained for the reaction
scheme in Eq. 7 using the theory of excitation with finite pulses de-
scribed in the preceding paper; from Eq. 3.45 of the preceding paper
and at the magic angle [P2(i j,) = 0] we obtainf(t) = 1 - ao(Xe, t);
ao(Xe, t) is calculated for the reaction scheme (Eq. 7) by solving the
coupled differential equations (Eq. 5.4) of the preceding paper for the
coefficients a,, b,, cl, subject to the initial conditions a, = b,lo b, = 0, c, =
0, that correspond to the system being in the liganded state A prior to
photodissociation. (a) The normalized change in absorbance calcu-
lated for varying values ofthe geminate rebinding amplitude by varying
the ligand rebinding rate k, in Eq. 7. k2 = 10 's-and k3 = 0 for all the
simulations. Upper curves: k, = 106 s-'; middle curves: k, = 107 S-';
lower curves: k, = 108 s-'. The intensity of the excitation pulse is the
same in all three cases and there is no rotational diffusion within the
pulse. (b) The normalized change in optical density calculated for vary-
ing values of the excitation intensity, with k, = 107 s-', k2 = 107 s-',
k3 = 0.
(34). In the absence of any photoselection effects this
fraction approaches saturation exponentially. These ex-
periments demonstrate the deviations from an exponen-
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tial approach to saturation due to photoselection effects.
In order to accurately determine the fraction of heme-
CO complexes that are photodissociated by extrapolat-
ing the observed amplitudes of the difference spectra to
infinite excitation intensity, the effects of photoselection
have to be included in the theoretical description.
In the second series of experiments, difference spectra
at varying degrees of photolysis were measured in both
50 and 75% glycerol-water solutions at time delays rang-
ing from overlap of excitation and probe pulses to time
delays which are long compared to the rotational corre-
lation time of the molecule. Spectra were measured with
the orientation ofthe electric vector ofthe linearly-polar-
ized excitation beam both parallel and perpendicular to
that of the probe beam. These experiments demonstrate
the effects of photoselection and rotational diffusion on
the measurement of ligand rebinding kinetics. In addi-
tion, a comparison of the experimentally observed ab-
sorption anisotropies with the theoretically predicted val-
ues provides an independent and more accurate measure
of the degree of photolysis. We find that the observed
anisotropies are '-0.9 times that predicted for a perfectly
circular, rigid absorber, and discuss the possible causes
for this reduction.
Fractional photolysis versus excitation
laser intensity
The orientational distribution of MbCO molecules that
can rotationally diffuse or absorb a photon and dissoci-
ate is described by Eq. 2.2 of the preceding paper. If the
rotational correlation time (Tr) ofthe MbCO molecule is
short compared to the excitation pulse-width, then all
the molecules have equal probability ofabsorbing a pho-
ton and there is no photoselection. The orientational dis-
tribution of MbCO molecules, PA(Q ), at the end of the
pulse is then given by
PA(MQ = Peq( Q) exp - <EA(e, Q)>IO)
Peq( Q ) exp( E(x e)IO)- (8)
Io is proportional to the integrated intensity of
the excitation pulse and is obtained by integrating
[ln ( l0))ne(t)C]/NA over the pulse-width, where ne is the
number of incident photons per unit area per unit time,
X is the probability that CO will dissociate after the ab-
sorption of a photon, and NA is Avogadro's number; Q
represents the angular coordinates that describe the ori-
entation of the heme relative to the polarization direc-
tions of the excitation and probe pulses; EA(e, Q) is the
extinction coefficient of the heme in the direction of the
excitation polarization (e) and at the excitation wave-
length Xe, which, when averaged over the equilibrium
distribution of molecules, yields the isotropic extinction
coefficient e °( Xe) . Previous experiments on MbCO have
shown that X = 1 (29), so that we can equate the fraction
excited and the fraction photolyzed. The fraction ofmol-
ecules that are photolyzed at the end of the pulse (x) is
therefore:
x= 1 - PA() dQ = - exp(-A (Xe)IO), (9)
and increases exponentially with increasing excitation
intensity. If, on the other hand, the rotational correlation
time of the molecule is long compared to the excitation
pulse-width, the approach to saturation (i.e., 100% pho-
tolysis) is significantly slower. This is because the mole-
cules that have their transition moments oriented per-
pendicular to the excitation polarization direction have a
vanishingly small probability ofabsorbing a photon. The
detailed dependence of the fraction photolyzed on the
excitation intensity depends upon the absorption proper-
ties ofthe chromophore and its reorientational dynamics
during excitation. In the preceding paper it is shown
that, in the limit of slow reorientational dynamics of the
chromophore, the fraction of molecules excited at the
end of the pulse is given by:
x - fTexp( -so(Xe)IO[ 1 aP2(cos 6)])
x sin 0 d6, (10)
where P2 is the second Legendre polynomial
[P2(cos 0) = (1/2)(3 cos2 0 - 1)] and a specifies whether
the absorber is circular or linear. For a linear absorber
(a = -2), the fraction of molecules that are excited is
given by:
x -2I exp( 3e° (Xe)Iocos26 ) sin 0 d6 (11)
and, for a circular absorber (a = 1), by:
x 1-fIexp( (Xe)Iosin2') sin6dO. (12)
Fig. 3 a compares the fraction of molecules that are ex-
cited in an ensemble of rapidly rotating molecules (no
photoselection, Eq. 9) with the fraction excited when the
rotational diffusion of the molecules is slow and the ab-
sorber is linear or circular (Eqs. 11-12); the molecules
are assumed to be randomly oriented at equilibrium.
The slowest approach to saturation is in the case of a
linear absorber.
Experimentally, the fraction ofphotodissociated mole-
cules is determined from the change in optical density
immediately after excitation. In the preceding paper it is
shown that for a two-state system, (the ligand-bound
state A and the photodissociated state B), in which the
hemes in both states have the same reorientational dy-
namics, the normalized change in optical density follow-
ing a short intense pulse is given by:












FIGURE 3 Simulation ofthe role of photoselection in determining the
fraction of excited molecules. (a) The fraction of molecules that are
excited with a 6-function excitation pulse is plotted as a function ofthe
excitation intensity for isotropic ( ) (Eq. 9), linear (- - *-) (Eq.
11 ), and circular (---) (Eq. 12) absorbers. (b) The normalized change
in optical density at t = 0+ following excitation of a circular absorber
with a 6-function excitation pulse,f(O), calculated using Eq. 16, (with
aO ( = 1 - x) and a2 given by Eqs. 12 and 15, respectively), is plotted as a
function of the excitation intensity. Upper curve: excitation and probe
pulse polarizations are parallel (e p = 1 ); lower curve: excitation and
probe pulse polarizations are perpendicular (e * 0); middle curve:
isotropic average obtained by setting P2 (i -*) = 0 in Eq. 16. The linear
dichroism [(f1(O') -f1(O ) = 3a2/ IO] is plotted in the inset as a
function of the isotropic amplitude which is equal to the fraction pho-
tolyzed.
f(t, Ap) I[1- (t)]I--ao + P2(e P-) 1(X)-
X(E'B(Xp)a'B(Xp)<P2('B(O ' A(°))>
- EA(Xp)A(Xp)KP2(fA(t). A(O))))] (13)
where 1 - ao is the fraction of molecules that are photo-
dissociated and is given by Eq. 3.17 of the previous
paper, and a2 is proportional to the linear dichroism in-
troduced in the sample by photoselection and is given by
Eq. 3.18 of the preceding paper. For a circular absorber
a = 1, and, for a uniaxially symmetric absorber with a
non-zero out-of-plane component, a is given by Eqs. 3.5
and 3.8 of the preceding paper. 'n, is the normal to the
heme plane in the state I = A, B and 4t( t) is the probabil-
ity that a photodissociated molecule rebinds a ligand at
time t. The quantities in angled brackets in Eq. 13 de-
note reorientational correlation functions for the heme
plane. The utility and power of the correlation function
is that it contains all ofthe information on the reorienta-
tional dynamics ofthe heme, including equilibrium fluc-
tuations, conformational relaxation, and overall motion
of the protein due to rotational diffusion.
If the heme is approximated as a circular absorber
( = 1) that has the same orientation in the two states
A=B = ), f(t, Xp) is independent ofthe probe wave-
length and Eq. 13 simplifies to:
f(t) (1 - ao + a P2(e p)KP2(n(t) in(0))>)
X [ I - ¢t(t)]( 14)
where aO (=1 - x) is given by Eq. 12 and a2 is given by:
a2 = 2 f exp(- 2 ( Xe)Ij( 1C- cos2 0))
X P2(cosO) sin 0 dO. (15)
I The normalized change in optical density immediately
3 after the excitation pulse becomes:
f(0+) = 1 - a + 52 ep
5
P(') (16)
We will call f(O ) the apparent fraction photolyzed; it
depends upon the relative orientation of the excitation
and probe polarization directions. Fig. 3 b compares the
real and apparent fraction of excited molecules for a cir-
cular absorber when the excitation and probe beams are
parallel (e * p = 1) or perpendicular (e * p = 0) and the
rotational correlation time of the molecule is long com-
pared to the excitation pulse-width. For parallel polariza-
tions the apparent fraction of photodissociated mole-
cules is larger at all degrees of photolysis and saturates
more rapidly than the real fraction, while for perpendicu-
lar polarizations the apparent fraction is smallerand satu-
rates more slowly.
The normalized optical density change when the pho-
toselected population has randomized, is given by:
f(t > T,) = (1 - ao)[I - 4(t)I, (17)
where Tr is the rotational correlation time of the mole-
cule andf( t > rr) provides a measure ofthe real fraction
ofexcited molecules, x ( =1 - ao). The fraction ofhemes
photolyzed in MbCO was measured by collecting a series
of difference spectra at a fixed time delay (t = 10 /is)
between the excitation and probe pulses after excitation
with pulses of varying intensity. The conditions were se-























FIGURE 4 Intensity dependence of the fraction photolyzed. The am-
plitude ofthe difference spectrum, AAOD (t = 10 is), defined as AOD
(438 nm, 10 ,us) - AOD (422 nm, 10 ,us), is obtained from the first
SVD component ofthe measurements ofthe difference spectra at 10 /As
and is plotted versus the excitation intensity. The fraction of hemes
photolyzed is proportional to the spectral amplitude. The continuous
curve is a fit to the data using Eq. 18 where a0 ( = 1 - x) is calculated for
a circular absorber using Eq. 12; ( 1 - l)AAODm., in Eq. 18 is a fitting
parameter with a best-fit value of0.714 ± 0.02. The dashed curve is a fit
to the data where ao ( = 1 - x) is calculated for an isotropic absorber (no
photoselection) using Eq. 9.
lected so that the rotational correlation time ofthe mole-
cule Tr (=200 ns in 50% glycerol-water at 5°C) was long
compared to the duration ofthe excitation pulse and Eq.
17 could be used to compare experiment with theory.
The amplitudes of the difference spectrum, AAOD (t =
10 As), that best fits the spectra for all excitation intensi-
ties (obtained from a singular value decomposition of all
the spectra) are plotted in Fig. 4 as a function of the
excitation intensity. The dependence of the observed
amplitudes on the excitation intensity may be written as:
AAOD (Io, t = 10 As) = f(Io, t = 10 As)AAODmax
= ( I-ao(IO)) [ I-4 (t = I0 As)]]A/ODm, (18)
where we have substituted for f(t) from Eq. 17.
AAODmax is the maximum amplitude of the difference
spectrum when all the molecules are photodissociated.
The experimental data were fit to the theory for a circu-
lar absorber in the limit of slow rotational diffusion, us-
ing Eqs. 12 and 18 (x = 1 - ao). In carrying out the fit the
product ofAAODmax and [ I - b (t = 10 As)] and a scale
factor which relates the experimental excitation intensi-
ties to absolute intensities were used as fitting parame-
ters. The fit to the experimental data, shown in Fig. 4, is
excellent. A fit using an exponential curve (Eq. 9), on
the other hand, shows systematic differences between the
data and the fit and demonstrates qualitatively the ef-
fects of photoselection. The extrapolated value of the
amplitude of the difference spectrum at infinite excita-
tion intensity, AAODmax[ 1 - 4 (t = 10 jus)], obtained
from a fit to the saturation curve, is 0.71 + 0.02, indicat-
ing that the maximum photolysis level in this set of ex-
periments is about 95 ± 3%. The determination of the
degree ofphotolysis by this procedure requires an extrap-
olation to infinite laser intensity. A more accurate
method, which is based on extrapolating the measured
anisotropies to zero, is discussed below.
Kinetics of ligand rebinding
In this set of experiments time-resolved spectra were
measured at various time delays following photodisso-
ciation with both parallel and perpendicular polariza-
tions of the probe pulse. Fig. 5 shows the spectral sur-
faces measured in 75% glycerol-water at 200C at -80%
photolysis. At short times the two spectral surfaces differ
by an amount that is equal to the linear dichroism in-
duced in the sample by photoselection (Fig. 5 c). The
linear dichroism decays both because the photodisso-
ciated ligand rebinds and because the photoselected pop-
ulation reorients to a random distribution through rota-
tional diffusion. A total of 14 such spectral surfaces were
measured at varying degrees of photolysis in 75% glyc-
erol-water at 200C and 22 surfaces were measured in
50% glycerol-water at 5°C. The spectra measured under
each set ofconditions were analyzed using the SVD pro-
cedure. Fig. 6 shows the first four components of the
singular value decomposition ofthe parallel polarization
data in 75% glycerol-water. About 96% of all the data is
described by the first component, which is the average
Mb-minus-MbCO difference spectrum at all times and
photolysis levels; the corresponding amplitudes provide
a very good first approximation to the fraction ofdeoxy-
hemes. The higher order components, which represent
deviations from the average spectrum, include spectral
changes ofthe deoxy photoproduct ( - 3%), spectral dis-
tortions from inhomogeneous photolysis across the sam-
ple at intermediate levels of photolysis (-0.5%), and
instrumental nonlinearities (<0.3%). The spectral
changes ofthe deoxyheme photoproduct spectra are pre-
sumed to result from protein conformational changes,
and the kinetics of these changes are discussed in detail
elsewhere ( 16). In this paper we consider the effects of
photoselection on the ligand rebinding kinetics and re-
strict most of the analysis to the first component.
We now consider in detail the effect of using linearly-
polarized excitation and probe pulses on the ligand re-
binding kinetics. When the polarization ofthe excitation
and probe beams are parallel, P2(e- p) = 1, and the nor-
malized change in optical density is, from Eq. 14:
f{(t)= (1 -ao + 2<P2(ni(t). n'(0))>) [1 - +(t)] (19)
while for perpendicular orientations P2(e- pi) = -i/2, and
Eq. 14 becomes:
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FIGURE 5 Difference spectra and linear dichroism decay following
80% photolysis ofMbCO in 75% glycerol-water at 20°C. (a, b) Tran-
sient spectra measured as a function oftime with the polarization ofthe
probe pulse (a) parallel and (b) perpendicular to the polarization ofthe
excitation pulse. The spectra shown were reconstructed from the first
eleven components of the singular value decomposition of all the data
after removal of the baseline offsets due to intensity fluctuations ofthe
probe beam ( 19). (c) Linear dichroism decay (X 10) calculated from
the difference between the spectral surfaces in a and b.
For measurements in a single polarization the ligand re-
binding kinetics and reorientational dynamics are not
separable; the change in the optical density is given by
the product of two time-dependent terms, one which
arises from the dynamics of heme reorientation and the
other from ligand rebinding.
Experimentally we obtain L\.AODII (x,t) and
IA/OD1 (x, t), the amplitude of the difference spectrum
at each level of photolysis (x) in the parallel and perpen-
dicular geometry, respectively, averaged over all wave-
lengths, from the first SVD component. AAOD(x, t) is
proportional to f(t). The proportionality constant,
AAODmax at 100% photolysis, is not known a priori. Fig.
7 shows the observed amplitudes in 75% glycerol-water
at 20°C as a function of time and degree of photolysis.
The earliest time shown is when the observed signal
reaches a maximum and is assigned a value of 10 ns
based on the simulations shown in Fig. 2. Note that the
amplitude of the difference spectrum is independent of
the polarization at times longer than -3 ,us, when the
orientational distribution of the photoselected popula-
tion is randomized.
The isotropically averaged optical density change cal-
culated from Eq. 1 is also shown in Fig. 7. Only the
isotropically averaged optical density changes accurately
monitor the kinetics of ligand rebinding. The fraction of
proteins that have not rebound a ligand at time t, [1
4( t) ] (the survival probability of the photodissociated
CO), may be obtained by taking the ratio ofthe isotropic
amplitude at time t with the isotropic amplitude mea-
sured immediately after excitation. In the case where the
experiment is performed with the excitation beam polar-
ized either parallel or perpendicular to the probe beam,
the apparent survival probability is influenced by the
reorientational dynamics of the heme plane. For mea-
surements in the parallel configuration, the molecules
that are photolyzed are preferentially probed, and the
fraction of deoxy hemes appears to be larger than the
true value (Fig. 1 ). Rotational diffusion decreases the
fraction of photolyzed molecules that are probed, pro-
ducing an apparent increase in the fraction of molecules
that rebind a ligand (Fig. 1 ). In the perpendicular config-
uration, the opposite is the case. Initially molecules that
are unphotolyzed are probed preferentially and the ap-
parent fraction photolyzed is lower than the true value.
In the absence of any ligand rebinding, rotational diffu-
sion would produce an apparent ligand dissociation in
the perpendicular configuration. In the presence of li-
gand rebinding the net result is an apparent decrease in
the fraction of molecules that rebind a ligand.
The effects of photoselection and rotational diffusion
on the apparent ligand rebinding amplitudes are shown
in Fig. 8. At the lowest levels of photolysis the effects of
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FIGURE 6 Singular value decomposition of the transient spectra in 75% glycerol-water at 20°C obtained with the parallel orientation of the
excitation and probe pulses and for varying excitation intensities. (a-d): The first four spectral components (columns of U), after removal ofthe
component corresponding to the baseline offsets ( 19), are shown. (e-h): The corresponding amplitudes ofthe spectral components (columns ofV)
are plotted as a function oftime for various degrees ofphotolysis. TheV components have been multiplied by the corresponding singular values and
then normalized such that the first V component extrapolates to I for 100% photolysis at t = 10 ns.
photoselection are maximal. The apparent ligand re-
binding amplitude is more than twice the true value in
the parallel configuration, and only one-tenth the true
value in the perpendicular configuration. At high levels
of photolysis the apparent rebinding amplitudes ap-
proach the value observed in the isotropically averaged
data. Note, however, that the effects are significant even
at photolysis levels of -95% (the maximum photolysis
in our experiments). As expected, the isotropically aver-
aged rebinding amplitudes, from which photoselection
effects have been removed, are independent of the de-
gree of photolysis.
Absorption anisotropy and heme
reorientation dynamics
A major advantage ofmeasuring spectra with both polar-
izations is that the decay of the absorption anisotropy
obtained from such measurements yields useful and in-
teresting information on the molecular dynamics of
heme reorientation. In addition, the magnitude of the
anisotropy obtained immediately after the pulse pro-
vides an accurate measure of the degree of photolysis.
The absorption anisotropy, r( x, t), at each level ofpho-
tolysis (x) is obtained from:
r(x t) = AAODII - AAOD1
AAOD11 + 2AAOD1 '
(21)
and represents an average anisotropy (averaged over all
probe wavelengths). Fig. 9 shows the absorption anisot-
ropy decay at various degrees of photolysis in 75% glyc-
erol-water (20°C) and in 50% glycerol-water (5°C). The
results show that the decay of the absorption anisotropy
is independent ofthe degree ofphotolysis, and is charac-
terized by a single relaxation. Since AAOD is propor-
tional tof(t), the absorption anisotropy decay following
a short intense pulse is obtained from Eqs. 19, 20 and 21:
r(x, t)= I a2 n n10
-ao0<P2(fi(t). fi(0))>. (22)
In the limit of a short excitation pulse the anisotropy
decay is independent of the details of the ligand rebind-


























FIGURE 7 Amplitude ofthe transient spectra in 75% glycerol-water at
20°C. The amplitude of the difference spectrum, AAOD, defined as
AOD (438 nm) - AOD (422 nm), is obtained from the first component
of the singular value decomposition ofthe data (see Fig. 6 e) and plot-
ted as a function of the time delay between the excitation and probe
pulses, at various degrees ofphotolysis. Measurements were made with
the polarization of the probe pulse parallel (continuous curve) and
perpendicular (dashed curve) to the polarization of the excitation
pulse. The dotted curves are the corresponding amplitudes for the iso-
tropic data obtained using Eq. 1. The degrees ofphotolysis shown are 9,
22, 41, 52, 77, and 95%. The normalized amplitudes, indicated on the
right, correspond to the fraction deoxy hemes in the case of the isotro-
pic data; they are obtained by dividing the curves by AAOD,,, = 0.818
(the maximum amplitude at 100% photolysis obtained from a fit to the
anisotropy data in Fig. 10) .
ing kinetics, and its decay is described by the reorienta-
tional correlation function. If we neglect any internal
motions and assume that the heme is rigidly attached to
the protein, the reorientational correlation function de-
cays with a set of time constants which characterize the
rotational diffusion of the entire molecule. For a spheri-
cal molecule there is a single rotational correlation time,
Tr, and the anisotropy decay is given by:
r(x, t) = - a2 exp(-t/rr)101I- ao
(23)
The rotational correlation time Tr = 1 /6Dr, where Dr is
the rotational diffusion constant of the molecule.
In order to determine the rotational correlation time
of myoglobin, the anisotropy decay curves were aver-
aged over all degrees of photolysis. This average was ob-
tained as the first component of the SVD of the individ-
ual anisotropy decay curves, after weighting the individ-
ual decay curves by the reciprocal of the noise in the
curve. The fit of the average anisotropy decay in 50%
glycerol-water (5°C) to an exponentially decaying func-
tion, shown in Fig. 9 c, yields a value of 'Tr = 200 ± 5 ns.
A similar fit to the data in 75% glycerol-water (20°C)
was obtained with Tr = 685 ± 50 ns. (A comparison of a
more extensive set of rotational correlation times with
measurements from other techniques and with hydrody-
namic theory is presented elsewhere (35)). The anisot-
ropy decays at the individual degrees of photolysis (Fig.
9 a and b) were then fit using Tr obtained from the aver-
age anisotropy decay to obtain r(x, 0+), the values of
the absorption anisotropy at times that are short com-
pared to r7.
The experimental values of r( x, 0+) are shown in Fig.
10. To compare these results with the theoretical predic-
tion for a circular absorber, we use the short pulse ap-
proximation for the excitation pulse. This approxima-
tion is justified since the rotational correlation time of
Mb under the present experimental conditions is long
compared to the 10 ns pulse-width. In addition we ob-
served no significant change in the amplitude of ligand
rebinding as a function ofthe fraction photolyzed in the
isotropically averaged data (Fig. 8), implying that there
is little or no rebinding during the pulse. In water, com-
parison of the nanosecond geminate yield and absolute
quantum yield measurements indicated that there was
less than 1% subnanosecond geminate rebinding (29),
and no subnanosecond geminate rebinding was detected
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FIGURE 8 Effect of photoselection and rotational diffusion on the ap-
parent ligand rebinding amplitudes. The fraction of photodissociated
ligands that apparently rebind in the time interval 1O ns to 10 ,us in 50%
glycerol-water is plotted as a function of the amplitude of the isotropic
difference spectrum AAODi,. (10 ns). The rebinding amplitudes, ob-
tained using 1 - AAODII,l (lO ts)/AA/OD11, (10 ns), are plotted for
measurements in which the polarization ofthe probe pulse was parallel
(open circles) and perpendicular (filled circles) to the polarization of
the excitation pulse. The isotropic amplitudes (filled squares) are also
shown and the mean value ( 4)( 10,us)) is indicated by the dashed
line. The fraction of hemes photolyzed, indicated on the top, is ob-
tained using Eq. 25 with AAODm. (t = 10 ns) = 0.818. The solid lines
through the polarized data are predicted values of the apparent ligand
rebinding amplitudes, given by 1 - fp,1 (10 As)/l1,_ (10 ns), and are
obtained using Eqs. 19 and 20 with <P2(nf(l0 ns)- fi(0))> 1, <P2(fi(10 tis). fi(0))> 0, and 4) (10 ns) 0. ao and a2 are obtained using
Eq. 33 for various values of the excitation intensity with S = 0.95; the
corresponding values of the fraction photolyzed are given by 1 - ao.
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FIGURE 10 Photolysis dependence of the initial absorption anisot-
ropy. The initial absorption anisotropy, r (t = 0+), obtained from an
exponential fit to the anisotropy decay data in Fig. 9, is plotted as a
function ofthe amplitude ofthe isotropic difference spectrum AAODi,W
(t = 10 ns). Note that t = 0+ refers to a time that is short enough that no
overall reorientational motion of the molecule has occurred but long
compared to the time-scales of internal motions. Circles: r (t = 0+) in
50% glycerol-water at 5°C; squares: r (t = 0+) in 75% glycerol-water at
20°C. The continuous curve is a fit to the data using the theory of a
circular absorber undergoing rapid internal motions, as described in
the text. The initial anisotropy, r (t = 0+), was calculated using Eq. 24,
where ao and a2 were calculated from Eq. 33. The fit yielded a value of
0.95 ± 0.02 for the order parameter S and 0.818 ± 0.01 for AAODmax,
the amplitude ofthe difference spectrum at infinite excitation intensity
(r(t = 0+) = 0). The fractional photolysis in the sample, given by
AAODji,/ALODmg., is indicated on the top axis. The dashed line is a fit
to the data using the theory ofa circular absorber that is rigidly attached
to the protein molecule (S = 1).
From Eq. 23 the initial anisotropy is:
r(x, t = I')= IL a210 1 - ao (24)
where ao = ( 1 - x) and a2 are given by Eqs. 12 and 15.
The fraction of hemes photolyzed in each experiment is
obtained from the amplitudes of the isotropic spectra:
AAODi. (t = 10 ns)
AZXODm.c (t = 10 ns)
FIGURE 9 Photolysis dependence of the absorption anisotropy decay.
(a, b) The absorption anisotropy decay r( x, t), calculated using Eq. 21
is plotted as a function oftime in (a) 75% glycerol-water at 20°C and at
photolysis levels: 14, 52, 74, 83, 89, and 95%, and (b) 50% glycerol-
water at 5°C and at photolysis levels: 6, 44, 76, 82, 91, and 95%. The
continuous curves were obtained by fitting the data with an exponen-
tial curve with a time constant Tr = 685 ns in a and Tr = 200 ns in b. (c)
The average anisotropy decay, obtained from a singular value decom-
position of the decay curves in b, is plotted as a function oftime. Prior
to the SVD, the individual curves in b were weighted by the reciprocal
of the noise in the curve. The continuous curve is an exponential fit to
the data yielding a value of T, = 200 + 5 ns, which is then used to fit the
individual decay curves in b. Corresponding analysis of the data in a
(not shown) yielded a value Of Tr = 685 ± 50 ns.
(25)
where AAODmaxis the amplitude at infinite laser power,
when all the hemes are photolyzed. Since we do not have
an accurate measure of the excitation intensity in each
experiment we take the following approach to fitting the
data. First a table of aO and a2 are obtained from Eqs. 12
and 15, respectively, for various values of the excitation
intensity. AAODmax is chosen as a single parameter to be
varied in a least squares fit to the anisotropy measure-
ments; varying the value of AAODma changes the abso-
lute fraction photolyzed (x) in each experiment. For
each value of the parameter AAODma,,, a value of ao is
obtained from Eq. 25 and the corresponding value of a2
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is obtained by interpolating on the tabulated values. The
theoretical value ofthe initial anisotropy r( x, 0+) is then
calculated using Eq. 24. The resulting least squares fit to
the data is shown as the dashed line in Fig. 10. There are
significant and systematic differences between the data
and the fit: the experimental values at nearly all levels of
photolysis are - 10% smaller than the theoretically pre-
dicted values. Several effects could potentially reduce the
anisotropy relative to that calculated for a rigidly at-
tached, circular absorber. These include deviations from
perfectly circular absorption at either the excitation or
probe wavelengths, a small tilt in the average orientation
of the heme plane upon photodissociation, and rapid
(sub-10 ns) equilibrium fluctuations ofthe heme orienta-
tion. In the following we discuss each ofthese effects, and
conclude that fluctuations in the heme orientation make
the biggest contribution to reducing the anisotropy.
Origins of reduced anisotropy
Deviations from circular absorption. Up to now we
have treated the heme chromophore as a perfectly circu-
lar absorber of linearly polarized light. Circular absorp-
tion is a consequence of the fourfold symmetry of the
heme. This symmetry requires that electric-dipole al-
lowed transitions be either x,y-, or z-polarized, corre-
sponding to a circular or linear absorber, respectively.
The Soret and visible absorption bands arise from por-
phyrin ir -- xr* transitions, which are x,y-polarized and
dominate the absorption in the wavelength range of our
optical experiments (21 ). The data in Table 1 show that
there is reasonably good agreement between the polariza-
tion ratios measured in the Soret region for single crys-
tals of Mb, Hb, MbCO, and HbCO and those predicted
for a circular absorber from the heme orientations in the
crystal determined by x-ray crystallography (21, 37-47).
The polarization ratio at the excitation wavelength for
HbCO (532 nm) is also very close to that obtained from
the areas of the Soret bands (Table 1 ), suggesting circu-
lar absorption at this wavelength as well.
The agreement of the predicted and measured polar-
ization ratios is not exact, however, suggesting devia-
tions from perfectly circular absorption. This is not sur-
prising, since the fourfold symmetry must be reduced to
some extent by the asymmetric perturbations ofthe axial
ligands and the surrounding protein. The reduction in
symmetry removes the two-fold degeneracy, separating
the x and y components, which produces wavelength-de-
pendent variations in the polarization ratios (21, 48,
49). It also mixes the porphyrin 7r -> 7r* transitions with
other transitions of the heme or with transitions of the
peptide backbone and amino acid side chains. The result
of this mixing could introduce some ellipticity, i.e., one
in which there is an imbalance of x- and y-polarized
intensity, and one in which the plane of the absorption
ellipse (the "optical" plane) may not correspond pre-
cisely to the plane of the porphyrin (the "geometric"
plane). These effects could, in principle, account for
some ofthe difference between the observed polarization
ratios in single crystal spectra and those predicted from
the orientation of the porphyrin plane determined by
x-ray crystallography (Table 1).
In the preceding paper it is shown that, if the absorp-
tion at either the excitation or probe wavelengths is per-
fectly circular and the transition moment at the comple-
mentary wavelength has no z component, the limiting
value (t -- 0, Io -* 0) for the absorption anisotropy is
0.1. It is also shown that elliptical absorption at both the
excitation and probe wavelengths increases the value of
the absorption anisotropy compared to that ofa circular
absorber. The only deviation from circular absorption
that can reduce the absorption anisotropy is the presence
of an underlying out-of-plane (i.e., z-) polarized transi-
tion at either wavelength. Such transitions can arise from
iron-ligand charge transfer transitions or from iron d
d transitions (21, 50). A z-polarized component at the
excitation wavelength increases the probability ofphoto-
lyzing heme-CO complexes with their planes oriented
perpendicular to the excitation polarization direction,
and therefore reduces the anisotropy. Similarly, a z-po-
larized component at the probe wavelengths would
lower the anisotropy. There is, ofcourse, no anisotropy if
the absorption at either the excitation or probe wave-
lengths is isotropic (i.e., spherically symmetric).
We now examine in more detail the effects of a z-po-
larized component at the excitation or probe wavelength
on the anisotropy. From Eqs. 3.5, 3.8, and 3.24 of the
preceding paper we obtain:
a 2r(t) = I[- B A
10 I - ao L (B(Xp) - (A(Xp)
x (P2(nf(t)* n'(O))>, (26)
where all ( Xp)/ 3 and #l(Xp)/3 are the z-polarized frac-
tions of the isotropic extinction coefficients at the probe
wavelength, Xp, in MbCO and Mb, respectively. We have
used the relations aA = 1 - all and fB = 1 - flu. aO and a2
are given by Eqs. 3.17 and 3.18, respectively, of the pre-
ceding paper. In the limit of low excitation intensities,
(Io 0), ao 1 - E (Xe)IO and a2 (
( Xe))f ° ( Xe)Io. Substituting for ao and a2 in Eq. 26, the
anisotropy decay in the limit oflow excitation intensities
becomes:




x <P2((t). n(O))>. (27)
The results in Eqs. 26 and 27 show that when all ( Xp) =
j3l (XP) the absorption anisotropy depends upon Xp and
that it diverges at wavelengths where E ( Xp) = E ( Xp). If
all(Xe) = 0 and nP2(i(t).* (0)> = 1, the anisotropy at
the wavelengths where (A > E' differs from the anisot-
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TABLE 1 Comparison of observed and predicted polarization ratios for crystals of Mb, Hb, MbCO, and HbCO
Observed Predicted from heme orientationb
Probe Excitation Circular Ellipsoidal
wavelengths wavelength absorber absorber
Molecule (Soret band)a (532 nm) a11 = 0 a1l = 0.05, a1 = 0.10 Reference
Mb 1.3c 1.2 1.2 1.1 d
Mb 10.4e 11.9 8.6 6.7 f
Hb ( 3.9g - 4.3 3.9 3.5 h
Hb () l.7' 1.7 1.7 1.6 i
Hb (R) 3.0k 3.1 3.0 2.7 1
MbCO m 9.4n 10.3 7.8 6.2 o
HbCO (R) 2.1P 2.2q 2.6 2.4 2.3 r
aCalculated from the integrated area of the Soret bands in the two polarizations. The experimental uncertainties are all less than 2% (21). bFor the
circular absorber the polarization ratio was calculated from >, sin2 ZiU/E2 sin2 ziv for the ellipsoidal absorber from [(1 - (all/3))/2 li sin2 zi,u + all!
3 :i cos2 Zij]/[( 1- (all/3))/2 1i sin2 zip + a11/3 >i cos2 Zip] (21, 37). In these expressions zjt and zip are the angles between the heme normals, taken
as the z molecular direction, and the crystal axes ,u and v, and a11/3 is the fraction of the isotropic extinction coefficient due to the z-polarized
transition, which is zero for the circular absorber, and has been calculated for a11 = 0.05 and a,11 = 0.10 for the ellipsoidal absorber. The summation
runs over the i hemes of the unit cell that are not related by a rotational or translational operation of the space group. The heme normals were
calculated from the atomic coordinates as the normal to the least-squares best plane through the 24 porphin skeleton atoms. cFrom Eaton and
Hofrichter (21). dProtein data bank file 2MBN (space group P2,) (38). The coordinates were converted from an abc* to an a *bc crystal axis system
by a 160 rotation about the b axis. eFrom Eaton and Hofrichter (21); Makinen and Churg (39). 'The structure ofthis crystal (space group P21212,) is
only known for metMb (B. Katz, N. H. Xuong, W. Hendrickson, D. Lambright, and S. G. Boxer, unpublished results). To obtain a heme
orientation for deoxyMb in this crystal, the backbone atoms from the x-ray structure for deoxyMb in the P2, space group were superposed onto the
backbone atoms of the P2,2,21 metMb. The observed polarization ratio for the Soret band of this crystal was 8.8 (21, 39), while the predicted
polarization ratio for a circular absorber is 13.5, and for an ellipsoidal absorber the polarization ratios are 9.4 (fll - 0.05) and 7.2 (ill = 0.10). gFrom
Hofrichter et al. (40) for human deoxyhemoglobin in the Tquaternary structure (high salt P21 space group). bFrom 0.17 nm coordinates ofFermi et
al. (41) (Brookhaven Data Bank File 4HHB). The polarization ratio measurements were made with light incident on the (010) crystal face, which
contains no crystal symmetry axis in this space group (P21). The axes ofthe polarization ratio measurements were therefore assumed to correspond
to the axes ofmaximum and minimum absorption ofthe projection ofthe 4 hemes. The axis ofmaximum absorption was found to be at an angle of
2 degrees from the c crystal axis. 'From Rivetti et al. (42) for deoxyhemoglobin in Tquaternary structure (PEG P2, space group). i R. C. Liddington,
unpublished results. kFrom Makinen and Eaton (43) for horse deoxyhemoglobin in R quaternary structure; see also Eaton and Hofrichter (21). 'B.
Luisi, unpublished results. 'Sufficiently thin crystals to make polarization ratio measurements of the Soret band were not obtained in the study of
Makinen and Churg (39). nFrom Makinen and Churg (39). 'The structure of this crystal (space group P2,2,21) is only known for metMb (B. Katz,
N. H. Xuong, W. Hendrickson, D. Lambright, and S. G. Boxer, unpublished results). To obtain a heme orientation for MbCO in this crystal, the
backbone atoms from the x-ray structure for MbCO in P2, space group (44) were superposed onto the backbone atoms ofthe P21212, metMb. See
footnote f. PFrom Makinen and Eaton (43) for horse HbCO in R quaternary structure; see also Eaton and Hofrichter (21). qFrom Makinen and
Eaton (45). rThe structure of horse HbCO is not known. The heme orientation was calculated from the structure of human HbCO (46) after
superposing backbone atoms onto the horse methemoglobin structure (Brookhaven Data Bank File 2MHB) (47).
ropy at the wavelengths where I > E by an amount that
is approximately 0.1 (all - f11 ). Previously we obtained
the anisotropy from the first SVD component of the
transient spectra in the parallel and perpendicular geo-
metries and ignored any wavelength dependent effects
on the experimentally observed anisotropy. To explore
the possibility of wavelength dependence we recon-
structed the spectra at each degree of photolysis and po-
larization direction from the first 11 components of the
SVD and recomputed the anisotropy at each wavelength
and degree of photolysis using Eq. 2. In Fig. 11 we com-
pare the initial anisotropy averaged over the wavelength
region 413-429 nm for which e°(Xp)> e°(Xp) with the
corresponding values averaged over the wavelength re-
gion431-449 nm for which e' (Xp) < e°(Xp). The values
are the same to within experimental errors at all degrees
of photolysis. The theoretically predicted values for the
initial anisotropy, averaged over the same two wave-
length regions,for a1l = 0.1 and =0, are also shown in
Fig. 11. These results indicate that all(Xp) and f1, (XP)
must differ by less than -0.02.
An upper limit on the magnitude of an out-of-plane
component that could account for the reduced anisot-
ropy may be obtained by assuming that a1l ( Xp) =
f1 ( Xp) = 0 and that all the reduction comes from all (Xe),
the out-of-plane component at the excitation wave-
length. A least-squares fit to the anisotropy data in Fig.
10, using Eq. 26 and calculating aoand a2 as a function of
the parameter all (Xe) in Eqs. 3.17 and 3.18 ofthe preced-
ing paper (using UA = 1 - a1l), yields a value of a1(532
nm) = 0. 1 ± 0.05, which is equivalent to 3% of the iso-
tropic extinction coefficient. Similarly, if it is assumed
that a, ( Xp) = f11 ( Xp) and a11(Xe) = 0, then an upper limit
of 0.1 is found for a11 (XP) (=fi1(Xp)). If the out-of-plane
component is present at both excitation and probe wave-
lengths, then the contribution at these wavelengths
could, ofcourse, be less than 3%. For example, the anisot-
ropy data can be fit with i11(Xp) = a11(Xp) = a ii (Xe) =
0.05, corresponding to 1.7% of the isotropic extinction
coefficient.
Additional information on the magnitude of z-polar-
ized components is available from polarized absorption
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FIGURE 11 Wavelength dependence of the initial absorption anisot-
ropy. The initial absorption anisotropy averaged over the wavelength
region 413-429 nm for which 05 > e° (open circles) is plotted versus the
amplitude of the isotropic difference spectrum at 10 ns, along with the
initial anisotropy averaged over the wavelength region 431-449 nm for
which E° < d (filled circles). In order to obtain the average anisotropy
in the two wavelength regions, the wavelength-dependent anisotropy,
r( x, t, Xp), calculated from Eq. 2 for the data in 50% glycerol at 5°C,
was fit with an exponential having a time constant 200 ns; the ampli-
tudes from the exponential fits yielded r( x, O+, Xp). Since the noise in
the anisotropy is large at the wavelengths where the optical density is
small, the average anisotropy was calculated after weighting the anisot-
ropy by the square of the first U component:
2: r( x, 0 , Xp) [ Ul(Xp)12
7(x, o+) -p z [UI(Xp)]2
xp
The lines are the initial average anisotropies calculated from Eq. 26
with a,(XP) = 0.1 and 31(Xp) = 0; ao (=1 - x) and a2 are calculated
using Eqs. 12 and 15. The values ofthe extinction coefficients 0 and Eg
used in Eq. 26 are shown in the inset. The dashed curve is the initial
anisotropy averaged over the wavelength region 413-429 nm while the
continuous curve is the average over the wavelength region 431-449
nm.
measurements on single crystals. Table 1 compares the
observed polarization ratios and those predicted from
the heme orientations in single crystals determined by
x-ray crystallography. In each case the polarization ratio
at the probe wavelengths is defined as the ratio of the
integrated band area for the Soret band for light polar-
ized parallel to two crystal directions. A z-polarized com-
ponent always lowers the observed polarization ratio
compared to that of a circular absorber. For the deoxy-
heme spectra (Mb and Hb in both quaternary struc-
tures), the data in Table 1 indicate that there is a small
z-polarized component, with l (X,P) closer to 0.05 than
to 0. 1.
It is difficult to reach any firm conclusions about the
magnitude of the z-polarized component in the CO
complex, since there are as yet no optical measurements
on crystals for which the x-ray structure has been deter-
mined.3 The polarized measurements on HbCO, how-
ever, indicate that the z-polarized component in the CO
complex is the same at the excitation and probe wave-
lengths, -i.e., all (Xe) - a, ( Xp). The above observation,
together with the lack of any wavelength dependence to
the anisotropy measured in the Soret band, suggests that
f1(Xp) a11(Xp) al(Xe) 0.05.4Consideringthe dif-
ference in electronic structures of deoxy and carbon-
monoxy hemes, it would be surprising if the fraction of
z-polarized intensity from underlying charge transfer or
d -* d transitions were the same at all three wavelengths.
We shall see below, however, that a z-polarized compo-
nent resulting from an underlying z-polarized electronic
transition cannot be distinguished from an apparent z-
polarized component resulting from fluctuations in the
orientation of the heme plane that are fast compared to
the length of the optical pulse. Both the crystal polariza-
tion ratios and the solution anisotropy data could be
consistently explained if there were no contribution
from z-polarized transitions and ifthe fluctuations in the
orientation of carbonmonoxy- and deoxy hemes were
very similar. This situation would give rise to apparent
z-polarized components with flu (XP) a, (Xp)
aIl(Xe) 0.05.
A tilt in the heme plane. The absorption anisotropy
would be reduced by a subnanosecond change in the
orientation of the heme plane. Comparison of the x-ray
structures of MbCO and Mb shows that the angle be-
tween the heme normals is 3.5°. If the normal to the
heme plane in Mb tilts by an angle y relative to its orien-
tation in MbCO, then from Eq. 3.23 of the preceding
paper we obtain:
r(t = 0+) = 1 a2 [ EB(Xp)P2(CS- ) JA(Ap) (28)
and, in the limit of low excitation intensities and for
small values of y, we have
1 3 0 1
r (t = 0+, Io - 0, y - 0) = [I - -y2 EBso (29)10 [ 2 COBEAJ
As is the case for an out-of-plane component, a tilt in the
plane of absorption upon excitation introduces wave-
length-dependent effects. It is interesting to note that
when e¶0( Xp) > e°( Xp) the absorption anisotropy from
For HbCO the optical measurements were made on horse hemoglo-
bin crystals (space group C2), while the x-ray data is only available for
human HbCO for a crystal in a different space group (P21 ). In the case
of MbCO, the optical measurements were made on metMb (space
group P2,2121), while the x-ray data is available for MbCO in the space
group P21.
'The lower polarization ratio of 2.1-2.2 in HbCO compared to the
predicted value of 2.4 for a, = 0.05 could arise from a small difference
in the orientation of the heme plane in horse HbCO compared to hu-
man HbCO. A difference of as little as 20 could account for the differ-
ence in polarization ratios.
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Eq. 29 is greater than that predicted for a circular ab-
sorber and when e ( XP) < E I ( XP), the absorption anisot-
ropy is smaller. The largest deviations occur where the
difference spectrum is small. The very small angle of the
heme tilt observed in a comparison of the MbCO and
Mb crystal structures (-y = 3.5° = 0.06 radians), together
with the lack of any wavelength dependence observed in
the experimental anisotropies suggests that the heme tilt
does not contribute significantly to lowering the anisot-
ropy. For instance, at the wavelengths where EOB(Xp) >
( Xip), the anisotropy is predicted to be lowered by
only 0.5%.
Rapid internal motion ofthe heme. Equilibrium fluc-
tuations in the heme orientation that are not resolved by
the 10 ns pulses used in our experiments could also lower
the anisotropy. Under the present experimental condi-
tions the overall diffusive motion ofthe molecule is slow.
Internal motions that produce changes in the orientation
of the heme plane could, however, occur on a time-scale
that is short compared to the pulse-width. For a 6-func-
tion excitation pulse the change in optical density and
anisotropy are still given by Eqs. 14 and 22, but in evalu-
ating the reorientational correlation function these inter-
nal motions must be taken into account. We assume, for
the sake of simplicity, that the normal to the heme plane
can fluctuate ("wobble") in an axially symmetric way
about some axis fixed in the molecule. If the internal
motions are fast and independent of the diffusive mo-
tions of the entire molecule, Lipari and Szabo (51 )
showed that, for a 6-function excitation pulse and at
times long compared to the time-scale of internal mo-
tions, the correlation function becomes S2 exp(-t/Tr).
The order parameter S (0 S < 1 ) is defined in Eq. 3.31
of the preceding paper. If the internal motions of the
heme are modelled as the normal to the heme plane
wobbling in a cone of semiangle 00, then:
=Cos 0(1 Cos 00). (30)
The general situation when the internal motions and the
overall diffusive motion of the macromolecule occur
within the excitation pulse is formally described in the
previous paper. If the excitation pulse is long enough, so
that the system reaches equilibrium with respect to the
fast internal motions, the absorber behaves as if it has an
effective out-of-plane component. Assuming that the
fluctuations are the same in the two states of the system,
the apparent out-of-plane components are related to the
order parameter by:
al = = - S, (31)
and the anisotropy decay from Eq. 26 becomes:
r(t)= _ exp(-t/Tr), (32)
101 I ao
where the correlation function in Eq. 26 is an exponen-
tially decaying function for a molecule that undergoes
isotropic rotational diffusion; ao and a2 are obtained
from Eqs. 3.17 and 3.18 ofthe preceding paper with a =
5:
ao 2 Iexp[ E (Xe)Io(1 -SP2(cos 0))] sin0dl
a2 = I? exp[-E(e)IO( 1 -SP2(cos 0))]
x P2(cos 0) sin d0. (33)
In the limit of low intensities (Io -> 0: ao -- -E0 Gx
and a2 -' SEA( Xe)IO) we recover the result of Lipari and
Szabo ( 5 1 ):
S2
r(t, IO -0) = exp(-t/Tr).
10
(34)
A least-squares fit to the anisotropy data in Fig. 10 using
Eqs. 32 and 33, yields a value ofS = 0.95 ± 0.02. From
Eq. 30 this value ofS corresponds to a cone ofsemiangle
00 = 14.90 ± 2.60. As pointed out above, an effective
out-of-plane component (1 - S = 0.05) at both excita-
tion and probe wavelengths is consistent with the polar-
ization ratios obtained from the crystals (Table 1 ). Since
the polarization measurements on the crystals are not
time-resolved they do not distinguish between any real
out-of-plane component and contributions from inter-
nal motions of the heme. The fit also yields a value of
/AAODmax (t = 10 ns) = 0.82 ± 0.01. .AODmax is the
amplitude ofthe difference spectrum at 100% photolysis
and corresponds to the amplitude at which the anisot-
ropy extrapolates to zero. The degree of photolysis is
therefore obtained, using Eq. 25, to an accuracy of - 1%.
An accurate assessment of the relative contributions
of internal motion and z-polarized transitions to the de-
crease in the apparent order parameter in myoglobin will
require time resolution of the decay in the anisotropy.
Experiments along these lines have already been per-
formed for hemoglobin by Hochstrasser and co-workers
(25). In their experiments the anisotropy in theCO infra-
red absorption after partial photolysis was found to be
constant between 30 fs and 1 ns. Their data, however,
were not sufficiently accurate to detect an anisotropy
decay of the magnitude observed in myoglobin.
A theoretical estimate ofthe contribution ofthe inter-
nal dynamics of the heme to decreasing the apparent
order parameter is made from molecular dynamics simu-
lations in the accompanying paper by Henry (28). In
principle one should evaluate the time dependence of
both reorientational correlation functions of Eq. 13, i.e.,
KP2(fiB(t)0*A(0)> and KP2(0A(t)* nA(0))>. Only the
second correlation function can be evaluated with
current simulation capabilities, since evaluation of the
first requires a separate trajectory that simulates photoly-
sis for each time point. If one assumes that the internal
dynamics of the heme are unaffected by photodissocia-
tion (apart from the heme tilt which we have shown has
a negligible effect in reducing the anisotropy), then the
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reorientational correlation function can be evaluated
from a single trajectory for either Mb or MbCO. From a
2 ns trajectory ofMbCO Henry has found that the reor-
ientational correlation function shows a very rapid (sub-
picosecond) decay to a value of about 0.99 (= S2), and
decays further via what appears to be a single global con-
formational transition to a value of -0.97, correspond-
ing to S = 0.985. Since the 2 ns trajectory can only ex-
plore a small part of conformational space, 0.985 must
be considered as an upper limit. Thus, internal motion
of the heme plane is theoretically predicted to account
for at least 30% of the decrease in the apparent order
parameter.
CONCLUSIONS
As predicted by the theoretical analysis, the experimen-
tal results presented here show that photoselection pro-
duces large deviations from the true geminate ligand re-
binding curves for myoglobin. These deviations are sub-
stantial even when the degree of photolysis is greater
than 90%. The effects of photoselection and rotational
diffusion are completely eliminated by calculating the
isotropically averaged optical densities from measure-
ments in which the polarization of the probe pulse is
both parallel and perpendicular to that of the excitation
pulse.
The experiments also yield the optical anisotropy
prior to rotational diffusion, which is lower than the
value for a rigidly attached heme chromophore exhibit-
ing perfectly circular absorption. The decrease can be
expressed in terms of an apparent order parameter, S,
which has a value of 0.95 ± 0.02. The change in the
average orientation of the heme plane observed in the
crystals ofMb and MbCO has a negligible effect on lower-
ing the apparent order parameter from the ideal value of
1.00. The two remaining possibilities are the presence of
an underlying z-polarized transition, and internal mo-
tion ofthe heme that is fast compared to the 10 ns optical
pulses of our experiments. Polarized single crystal data
suggest that most ofthe decreased anisotropy arises from
fluctuations in the heme orientation. This conclusion is
supported by steady state fluorescence experiments on
myoglobin from which the iron has been removed (52).
The contribution from heme dynamics is discussed fur-
ther in the accompanying paper by Henry (28), which
suggests that at least 30% ofthe decrease in the apparent
order parameter results from internal motion of the
heme.
The relative contributions of z-polarized transitions
and heme motion can, in principle, be distinguished by
determining the initial anisotropy using much shorter
laser pulses, and time resolving the decay in the anisot-
ropy that occurs prior to rotational diffusion ofthe entire
molecule. This becomes a particularly attractive experi-
ment since the simulation data suggest that internal mo-
tion of the heme arises largely from transitions between
conLformatiLonal substates associated wiLth globa!l:motiLons
ofthe protein atoms (28). Time resolution ofthe anisot-
ropy decay should therefore provide information on the
dynamics of interconversion of myoglobin conforma-
tional substates.
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